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The Brauer-Long group of L/2 dimodule algebras over a connected commutative ring R in 
which 2 is invertible is computed in terms of the cohomology of R. Consequences of this calcula- 
tion are given. 
In [ 131, Long introduced the group BD(R, G) of classes of G dimodule algebras 
for a commutative ring R and finite group G. If G=Z/2 is the group of order 2, 
then Long’s group contains both the Brauer-Wall group BW(R) of graded Azumaya 
algebras [ 16, 171, and the ‘equivariant Brauer group’ of Frolich and Wall (see [ 131) 
as subgroups. In addition, the group Galz(R, Z/2 x Z/2) of graded Galois extensions 
of R with Galois group Z/2 x Z/2 is a homomorphic image of BD(R, Z/2) [4]. The 
group BD(R, Z/2) is, in general, nonabelian and substantial efforts have been made 
to compute BD(R, G) for various choices of R and G [4, 151. One technique, 
pursued by Beattie [3], is to analyze BD(R,G) from its subgroups. On the other 
hand, in [ 13, Theorem 31, Long follows a technique of Wall to compute BD(IR, Z/2) 
(IR = real numbers) in terms of the cohomology of IR. We are able to slightly improve 
this description and extend it to any connected commutative ring in which 2 is in- 
vertible (see the theorem). We then draw some consequences of the theorem and 
compute some examples. We found [4, Theorem 5.21 due to Childs especially useful 
when determining the multiplication rules in BD(R, Z/2). In particular, the order of 
BD(R,B/2) can be deduced from Childs’ result. All unexplained terminology and 
notation is as in [13], all unadorned tensor and smash products are taken over R, 
and unless otherwise specified, cohomology is etale cohomology. To keep the 
notation in what follows from getting out of hand, we will often identify an algebra 
with the class it represents in the appropriate cohomology group or Brauer group. 
Throughout let R denote a connected commutative ring in which 2 is a unit. 
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Following [14, p. 125-1261, the Kummer sequence 
gives the exact sequence 
1 +R*/R*2zH’(R,11(2)+2Pic(R)+ I 
where R* = Units(R) and ,Pic(R) is the subgroup generated by elements of order 2 
in the Picard group of rank = 1 projective R-modules. The sheaf ,u2 is the constant 
sheaf Z/2 and H’(R,U2) classifies the Galois extensions of R with Galois group 
isomorphic to Z/2. We call such extensions quadratic extensions of R. If CIE R* let 
R(a) denote the quadratic extension R[x]/(x’- u). Then R(a) is identified with the 
image of a E R* under 9. There is a bilinear cup product pairing H’(R, p2) X 
H’(R, ,D~) +H*(R, ,a*) [13]. By taking the composite with H’(R, ,u*) + H’(R, G,,,), 
noting Torsion(H*(R, G,,,)) = B(R) is the Brauer group of R [7], and identifying ,u2 
with Z/2 gives a cup product pairing H’(R, Z/2) x H’(R, Z/2) + B(R). The image of 
the cup product map has exponent dividing 2. The following is the principal result 
of [S]; we include it because the proof is fairly short and some of the assertions in 
the proof are used in the computations of BD(R,Z/2) we give at the end of this 
paper. 
Proposition 1. The cup product pairing H’(R,Z/2) x H’(R, Z/2)- B(R) is given by 
assigning to any pair S, T of quadratic extensions of R the class in B(R) containing 
S # T, where the smash product is taken on S, Tprovided with their nondegenerate 
Q/2 actions and gradings. 
Proof. Each pair of elements in H’(R, Z/2) determines and is determined by a pair 
of quadratic extensions S, T of R. Let N=S@ T, then N is a Galois extension of R 
whose Galois group is K = (a, 5 / o* = T* = e, or= ra) with NC”) = T and NCT) = S. 
Since N@S= N@N= N@ T, the cocycles determined by S, T lie in H’(K, Z/2) 
(Galois cohomology). The quadratic extension S determines the cocycle 
(homomorphism) h, : K-,77/2 by hs(a) = 1, h,Y(s) = 0 and T determines hr where 
h,(o) = 0, h7(T) = 1. The cup product hs U hr. . K x K+Z/2@, Z/2 = Z/2 is given 
by h, U hT(x, y) = h,(x)h,(y). The class in B(R) corresponding to hs U hT is repre- 
sented by the cross product algebra d(N/R, K, h, U h7-). This algebra represents the 
class in B(R) which is the cup product of the cocycles determined by S and T. Let 
d(N/R, K, h,Y U hT) = NM, + Nu, + Nu, + Nu,, with multiplication determined by the 
cocycle h, U h7 where Z/2 is identified with k 1 in R *. 
Given two Z/2 dimodule algebras A and B, the smash product A # B is A @J B as 
an R-module with multiplication on homogeneous elements given by 
(a; # b,)(ai # 6;) = a, ~“(a;) # b, 6; 
where y gives the action of the nonzero element in Z/2 on A. Define an algebra 
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monomorphism @ : S # T-t d(N/R, K, h, U h,) by the assignments @(so # to) = 
s&uf, @(s, #t,)=~,t,~~~, @(.Q# f,)=~,$,~r, and @(s, # t”)=~it~~~. The sub- 
scripts on s, t indicate the grade of a homogeneous element. The commutator of 
@(S# T) in A(N/R,K, h,Uh,) is Ru,+ Ru,+ Ru,,=M,(R) so A(N/R, K,hsUhr)= 
(S # T)@II/I,(R). Thus S # T represents the same class as A(N/R, K,h,Uh,) in 
B(R) which proves the proposition. 0 
We can identify L/2 with {t, -} with obvious multiplication rules. If S and Tare 
quadratic extensions of R (represent elements in H’(R,H/2)) let (S, T) be the cup 
product of S and T in B(R). 
Theorem. Let R be a commutative ring with exactly two idempotents 0 and 1. 
Assume 2 is a unit in R. Then BD(R,Z/2) is isomorphic to the group of 4-tuples 
(k, S, T, D) E Z/2 x H’(R, L/2) x H’(R, Z/2) x B(R) under the product rules 
(1) (+, S, r, D)(+, S’, T’, D’) = (+, SS’, TT’, DD’(S, T’)); 
(2) (-1 S, T, D)(+, S’, T’, D’) = (-, SS’, TT’, DD’(R( - 1 >S, T’)); 
(3) (+, S, T, D)(-, S’, T’, D’) = (-, TS’, ST’, DD’(T, R( - l)STT’)); 
(4)(-,S,T,D)(-,S’,T’,D’)=(+,R(-l)TS’,R(-l)ST:DD’(T,STT’)). 
Proof. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, a Z/2-dimodule algebra is Z/2-Azumaya. 
Let A be a Z/2 dimodule algebra. The grading of A by Z/2 induces a decomposition 
A = A,@ A, where Ai denotes the elements in A of degree i (i=O, 1). If A, = @ (if A 
is trivially graded) we associate to A the trivial quadratic extension R( 1). If A, # Cp, 
then AA” = T is a quadratic extension of R [ 161 and the isomorphism class of T 
depends only on the class of A in BD(R, Z/2) [16]. Dually, the action of Z/2 on A 
determines a grading which gives rise to another quadratic extension S of R. Since 
R is connected, the Z/2-dimodule algebras A are of two types. If A is an Azumaya 
algebra in the ungraded sense, call A a + algebra. Otherwise, A is a - algebra. If 
A is a - algebra, then A, is an Azumaya algebra. The + algebras determine a sub- 
group of BD(R,H/2) denoted by BAz(R,Z/2) [13]. The subgroup BAz(R,Z/2) has 
index 2 in BD(R, Z/2) and the non-identity coset can be represented by either R( 1) 
or R(- 1). Thus, each ? algebra A is equivalent in BD(R,Z/2) to R( - 1) #D for 
some F algebra D. The class of A in BD(R,Z/2) uniquely determines and is deter- 
mined by the class of D. Define a function f: BD(R, Z/2)-Z/2 x H’(R, Z/2) x 
H’(R, Z/2) x B(R) by 
(1) f(A) = (+, S, T, A) if A is a + algebra, 
(2)f(A)=(-,S, T,(R(- l>#A)(R(- l), T)) if A is a - algebra. 
Let S be a quadratic extension of R and let cz be the non-identity element in the 
Galois group of S/R. Then CJ induces a grading on S, S = S,@S, where S, is a 
rank 1 projective R-module [16, p. 4861. Let S be S as an R-module with multiplica- 
tion given by the rule sj<=s,o’(tj). Note that o’(t,)=(- l)“tj and these formulas 
are given on homogeneous elements. Define a function 
g : Z/2x H’(R, Z/2) x H’(R, Z/2) x B(R) + BD(R, Z/2) 
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(l)g(+,S,T,D)=(R(l)#T)#(R(l)#S)#D; 
(2)g(-,S,T,D)=R(l)#(R(l)#7‘)#(R(l)#S)#(D#(R(-l),T)). 
We check first that g is an injection by showing f 0 g = Id. Let A = R( 1) #S, where 
R(1) and s have nontrivial action and grading. Then R( 1) = R. 1 @R . w with 
w’=l and A=l#S,Ow#S,Ol#SIOw#S,. Moreover, one can check A= 
End,(S)” with the isomorphism induced by the assignments 
1 ( 1 0 
#so- 
0 1 ) 
S03 W#S,’ 
C 0 1 OS” 1 1 
1 -1 0 
#S,’ 
( _:’ :, j 
S], w # 90 
+ C 0 1 i SC). 
Here, for example, ( -7 ~I)s,(xo +x1) =sIxI -s,xo for any x0 +x1 ES,@ St. We can 
grade A by letting A,, = 1 # ?$ @ w # s, and A, = 1 # s, @ w # s,. Note that A ‘111 = S. 
Extend the action of o on S to all of A by letting a(w) = - w. The action of o deter- 
mines the grading above. Observe that the four combinations of action-grading give 
rise to four dimodule algebra structures on A. Under f, these four dimodule 
algebras determine the 4-tuples (+, 1, 1, R), (f, 1, S, R), (+, S, 1, R), (+, S, S, R). Also, 
if D is an Azumaya algebra with trivial action and grading, then the class of D in 
BD(R, Z/2) is assigned by f to (+, 1, 1, D). The arbitrary element (k, S, c D) can be 
decomposed using the multiplication rules l-4 of the theorem as 
Finally, 
(+> S r, 0 = (+, 1, 1, R)(+, 1, T, R)(+, & l,R)(+, 1, 1, D(R(+ 11, 77). 
=(-,S,T,(R(-l)#R(l))#D#(R(-l),T)#(R(-l),T)) 
= (-, S, T, D). 
Next we show g(xy) = g(x)g(y) for all x, y E Z/2 x H’(R, Z/2) x H’(R, Z/2) x B(R). 
Since BD(R, Z/2) is a torsion group, this will show g is a monomorphism of groups. 
By taking explicit representatives for the classes g(+, S, T, D) in BD(R, Z/2) and con- 
structing isomorphisms we can verify the following identities: 
(4 
(b) 
Cc) 
(4 
id&S, T,DM+, Ll,D’)=d+, l,l,D’)s(-t,S TD)=g(+,S T,DD’); 
A+, S, L&d+, 1, T R) = d-t> 1, T 6% TIM+, S 1, R); 
g(+, 1, T R&d+, S, 1, R) = g(+, S, T, RI; 
g(+, S, 1, RM+, T 1, R) = cd+, ST 1, RI, 
id+, LSRM+, 1, TR)=g(+, l,STR); 
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(e) 
(0 
id+, s r, mc+, 1, sr, R) =g(+, s s, (S ST)); 
g(-9s r,D)=g(-, 1,1,RM+_,S, r D(R(- 11, T)), 
g(-, 1, LR)g(+,S, r,D)=g(-,s, r,D(R(- I>, T)); 
(8) 
0) 
(0 
g(+, s 1, m-, 1, 1, R) =g(-, 1,L R)g(+, 1, s, (R(- 11, S)); 
g(-, 1, 1, Rk(+, s s R) =g(+-, s, s, m-, 1, 1, R); 
g(-, l,l,R)g(-, l,l,R)=g(+,R(- l),R(- l),R). 
Assuming the identities (a)-(i) for the moment, we check that g respects the equa- 
tions (l)-(4) in the statement of the theorem. 
(1) g(+, S T Os(+, X C D’) = g(+, S T Rk(+, S’, T: Rk(+, 1, 1, DD’) (a) 
=g(+, 1, r, RM+, S, 1, RM+, 1, r: RM+, X 1, RM+, Al, DD’) (c) 
= g(+, 1, r, RM+, 1, T: RI&+, S 1, Rk(+, S: 1, RM+, 1, 1, DD’G, T?) 
(4 + (b) 
=g(+, 1,7-r: RM+, SS: 1, RM+, 1,L DD’(S, 7’)) (4 
= g(+, SS’, TT’, R)g(+, 1, 1, DD’(S, T’)) (c) 
= g(+, SS’, TT’, DD’(S, T’)). (a) 
(2) g(-, S T D)g(+, S’, T: D’) = g(-, S T Rk(+, S’, r: RM+, 1, 1, DD’) (a) 
= d-7 1, 1, f&d+, S, T, (R( - l>, T))g(+, S: r: RI&+, 1, 1, DD’) (0 
=g(-, 1, ARM+, SS: Tr: 6% T’W- 11, TIM+, 1,1, DD’) (1) 
=g(-, SS’, TT’, (R(- l), TT’)(S, T’)(R(- 11, T))g(+, 1, 1, DD’) (f) 
=g(-, SS’, TT’, (R( - 1 >S, T’)DD’). (a) 
In the last two equations we used the bilinearity of the cup product ( , ) and that 
(R( - I), TT’) has order 1 or 2 in B(R). 
(3) g(+, S, T, D)g(-, S’, T’, D’) = g(+, S, T, R)g(-, S’, T’, R)g(+, 41, DD’) (a) 
=d+, T, r, RM+, Sr, 1, Rk-, 1, 1, RM+, S: r: CR< - I>, T’)) 
xg(+, 1, ADD’) (IX(f) 
= id+, r, r, RM-, 41, RI&+, 1, ST (R( - I>, WM+, S: T: CR<- l>, T’) 
x d+, 191, DD’) W 
= g(-, 1, 1, RM+, T r, RM+, S’, STT: W( - 1 A STT’)M+, 1, 1, DD’) 
(h), (1) 
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=g(-, I, 1,&A+, Ts:sr:(T,STT’)(R(- l>,STT’))g(+, I, 1,DD’) (I) 
= g(-, TS: ST: (R( - 1 >, ST’)( T, STT’)(R( - 1 >, STT’))g(+, 1, 1, DD’) (2) 
= g(-, TS’, ST’, (T, - STT’)DD’). (a) 
(4) g(-, S TO&, S’, T: D’) = s(-, S, T RM-, S’, T’, Rk(+, 1, 1, DD’) (a) 
=g(-> 1, 1, R)g(+, S, r, (RC- I>, T)M-, S: r: R)g(+, 41, DD’) (f) 
=g(-, 1, 1, R)g(-, TS’, ST’, (R( - l), T)(T, R( - 1)STT’)) 
x&4+, l,l,DD’) (3) 
=g(-, 41, R)g(-, 41, R)g(+, TX Sr: (r, STT’)(R(- I), ST’)) 
x g(+, 1, 1, DD’) (f) 
= g(+, R( - I>, R( - 1 >, R)g(+, TS’, ST’, (r, STT’)(R( - 1 ), ST’)) 
xg(+, 1, l,DD’) (0 
=g(+,R(-l)TS’,R(-l)ST’,(T,STT’)). (1) 
Thus g is a monomorphism of groups. Now check g is an epimorphism. Let A be 
a - algebra. Then A is equivalent in BD(R,Z/2) to R(- 1) # R( - 1) #A. Since 
R( - 1) is the image of (-, R( I>, R( l>, R) under g it suffices to show that the class 
of any + algebra is in the image of g. If A is a + algebra, then A is an Azumaya 
algebra in the ungraded sense and if A” is the opposite algebra (with trivial grading 
and action), then A #A” =A @J/l” is a + algebra which is trivial when viewed as an 
element in B(R). The class of A” in BD(R,Z/2) is the image under g of (+, 1, 1,At’) 
so it suffices to show that the class of any + algebra which is trivial in B(R) is in 
the image of g. Now let A denote such an algebra and assume A is graded by the 
quadratic extension S. We saw above that R( 1) # S is graded by S, is a -t algebra 
trivial in B(R), and the class of R( 1) # S=g(+, S, 1, R), so it suffices to check that 
R( 1) # S # A represents a class in the image of g. Note R( 1) # S # A is trivially 
graded by (S#S)tr= R@ R. Dually, it suffices to check that if A is a + algebra 
with trivial action and grading which represents the zero class in B(R), then A 
represents a class in the image of g. But such an A represents the zero class in 
BD(R, Z/2) and is the image of (+, 1, 1, R) under g. 
The rest of the proof gives an outline of the verification of identities (a)-(i) above. 
(a) g(+, 1, 1, D’) = D’ is the class of an Azumaya algebra with trivial action and 
grading. Thus D’ represents an element in the center of BD(R, Z/2). For any element 
A in BD(R, Z/2), the Azumaya algebra determined by A # D’= A 0 D’ is D 0 D’ 
where D is the Azumaya algebra determined by A (D=A if A is a + algebra. 
D=Ao if A is a - algebra). Now (a) is easy to check. 
(b) g(+, S, 1, R) = R( 1) # Swith action given by Sand trivial grading, g(+, 1, r R) = 
R( 1) # T with trivial action and grading by T, and g(+, 1, T, (S, T)) = (R( 1) # T) # 
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(S # T) with trivial action and grading by T (we are using Proposition 1 here). Now 
(R( 1) # 7‘) # (S # T) = (R( 1) # T) @ (S # T) since the grading-action on S # T is 
trivial. The algebra (R( 1) # T) @ (S # T) is graded by T (grading on the first factor) 
and represents an element in the Brauer-Wall group BW(R) of Z/2 graded Azumaya 
algebras [16]. If S# T is graded by T, then S# T also represents an element in 
BW(R). Since R( 1) # ?= is trivial in B(R) we have that (R( 1) # T) @ (S # T) is equi- 
valent to S# Tin BW(R) by [16, Theorem 7.101, where in the first term the grading 
by T is on R(1) # T and in the second term on S# T. Therefore, (R( 1) # T) # 
(S# T) is equivalent to (S# T) with trivial action and grading by Tin BD(R,Z/2). 
To verify (b) it is sufficient to check that 
as Z/2 dimodule algebras. A typical element in R( 1) # s is of the form 1 #S, + 
w#~,+w#5,,+1#5~ where R(l)=R.l@R.w with w2=1. A typicalelement in 
R(l)#Tis l#~~+x#~,+x#~,+x#~,wherehereR(l)=R~l~R~xwithx*=l. 
If we set A = (R( 1) # s) # (R(1) # T), then A is generated as an R-algebra by the 
two subalgebras 
A,=((1 #S())#(l #$),(l #sg)#(X#~,),(W#S])#(l#?,,, 
(W#S,)#(X#&)/S;ES,, GET), 
A*=((1 #.@#(l #&),(W#S,)#(l #&),(W#S,)#(l #t,), 
(1 #S,)#(l #t,)IZ;E$,, FOE&). 
First note A1 z R( 1) # 3 with action given by S and trivial grading. Next we show 
that A, G S # T with trivial action and grading by T. Multiplications in A, and 
S # Tare determined by Tables 1 and 2 respectively. The map @ : A, + S # T defin- 
ed on homogeneous elements by 
@(l #j;,# 1 #t,)=.s,#Q), @(l #S()# 1 #F,)=+#f,, 
@(W#S, # 1 #?,)=.s,#t,, @(W#Sr #x#t,)=s, #t” 
is, by checking the tables below, seen to be an R-algebra isomorphism. The grading 
on A, inherited from A is 
and 
(A,),=(1 #S,# 1 #&, 1 #S()#X#t; I$+&, frE T.i> 
(A,),=(w?%S, #l #?r,W#S, #X#t;,/S,E$, t;ET;) 
which is the grading given by T. Check @ is a graded isomorphism so A, zS# T 
as Z/2 dimodule algebras. It remains to check that A =A, #A,. Because A, has 
trivial action and A2 trivial grading, A, #A, =A, @AI. Both A, and A, are 
Azumaya algebras. Comparing multiplication tables 3 and 4, it follows that xy =yx 
for all XEA ,, YE AZ. Thus the obvious map A, @A, +A,A,=A is a dimodule 
algebra isomorphism by a count of ranks. This completes the proof of (b). 
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Table 1 
Table 2 
(cl g(+, 1, T, R)g(+, S, 1, R) = (R( 1) # T) # (R( 1) # S) = g(+, S, T R). 
(d) g(+, S, 1, R)g(+, T, 1, R) = (R( 1) # S) # (R( 1) # T) where the action on each 
factor on the right-hand side is trivial and the factors are graded by S and T, respec- 
tively. In this case the smash product becomes a tensor product, the product algebra 
splits in B(R) and has trivial action. By [16, Corollary 7.9, p. 4891 the product has 
grading given by ST (here the product is in H’(R, Z/2)). g(+, ST, 1, R) = R( 1) #ST 
is an algebra with trivial action, grading by ST, and is trivial in B(R). We are in the 
context of [16, Theorem 7.101 and conclude g(+,S, l,R)g(+, T, l,R)=g(+,ST, l,R) 
in BW(R) and thus in BD(R,Z/2). The second equation in (d) follows by duality. 
(e) Using (a), (b), (c) we have 
(f) 
and 
g(+, S, T, R)g(+, 1, ST, R) 
=g(+, 1, r, R)g(+, S, 1, R)g(+, 1, Sr, R) 
=g(+, 1, r, R)g(+, 1, ST, R)g(+, S, l,R)g(+, 1, 1, (S, ST)) 
=g(+, 1, S, R&(-t, S, 1, R)g(+, 1, 1, (S, ST)) 
= g(+, S, S, (S, ST)). 
g(-,S,T,D)=R(l)#(R(l)#T)#(R(l)#S)#(D#(R(-l),T)) 
= g(-, 131, R)g(+, S, r, D(R(- l>, T)) 
g(-,S, T,D(R(- l>, 73) 
=g(-, 41, R)g(+, S, r, D) 
(g) g(+, S, 1, R) = R( 1) #S with action given by S and trivial grading. Let R( 1) = 
R.l@R.wwith w*=l. 
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Table 3 
A2 
*I 1%’ # s, # I # i” L1’ # .Q # I # f,) l#S,#l#t, 
w # “,, # x # /, M’ # J{,S, #X # /, l,, IV # J(jS,) # s # /, 1,) 1 # 57, #X # r, f,, 
w#3, # 1 #7, - I # - “is,- # I # /, t,, I # “;“(y # I # /] l(, -M.#--J,S,#1#/1 I 0 
W#3, #X#l, - I # - q-; #S # Jo/,, 1 # “;“,, #Y # /o’. - H’# --J,s, #.V#J(,f, 
Table 4 
g(-,l,l,R)=R(l)=C. LetC=R.l@R.uwithu’=l andCC”=Cisthetrivial 
quadratic extension. 
g(+,S,l,R)g(-,l,l,R)=(R(l)#S)#R(l)=(R(l)#S)#C is generated by the 
subalgebrasA=((l#S,)#l,(l#S,)#uIs,ESO) andB=((l#So)#l,(w#~O)#l, 
(1 #s,)#tr,(w#s,)#uIs,~S,, i=l,2). Since $,=R, it follows that AzR(1). 
g(+, l,S,(R(- l>,S))=(R(l)#s)#(R(- l)#S) is equivalent in BD(R,Z/2) to 
R( - 1) # S with grading by S as we saw in the first part of the proof of (b). To com- 
plete the proof of (g) it suffices to check that BE R( - 1) # S with trivial action and 
grading by S. Let R(-l)=R.l@R.u with II*=-I. The isomorphism @:B+ 
R<-l)#Sis induced by the assignments @[(l #sO)#l]=l #s,, @[(w#s,)#l]= 
u#.s,, @[(I #s,)#u]= 1 #s,, @[(~#S~)#u]=o#s~. This proves (g). 
(h) This follows from the more general statement: If A and B are dimodule 
algebras with Z/2 action induced by the Z/2 grading, then A # BE B #A [ 16, Lem- 
ma 1.8(i)]. 
(i) g(-, 1, l,R)g(-, 1, 1,R) has as a representative in BD(R,Z/2) the algebra 
R(1) #R(l) where both factors have nontrivial action-grading. The product has 
action-grading given by R( - 1)) hence represents g( +, R( - 1 ), R( - 1 ), R) in 
BD(R,Z/2). This completely proves the theorem. 0 
We now state six corollaries. The first five are immediate consequence of the 
theorem. For the following corollaries let 0: B/2xZ/2-+H1(R,Z/2) by the sym- 
metric bilinear pairing defined by @(a, b) = R((- 1)‘“). Let BW(R) be the Brauer- 
Wall group of R given in [16], let Galz(R,Z/2 XII/~)= BD(R,Z/2))/B(R) be the 
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group of Galois extensions of R as defined in [4], let BAz(R, Z/2) be the subgroup 
of BD(R,Z/2) consisting of classes represented by an Azumaya R-algebra (in the 
ungraded sense) as given in [13], let BC(R,Z/2) be the subgroup of BD(R,.Z/2) of 
classes represented by algebras with trivial Z/2 action, and let BM(R,Z/2) be the 
subgroup of BD(R, Z/2) of classes represented by algebras with trivial Z/2 grading 
(see, for example, [3]). 
Corollary 1. (a) BW(R) is isomorphic to the subgroup of BD(R, Z/2) consisting of 
all 4-tuples of the form (k, S, S, 0). 
(b) BW(R) is isomorphic to the group Z/2x H’(R, Z/2) x B(R) with multiplica- 
tion given by 
(a, S, D)(a’, S’, D’) 
=(a+a’,SS’@(a,a’),DD’(S@(a,a+a’),S’@(a+a’,a’))). 3 
The next corollary is also an easy consequence of [4, Theorem 5.21. 
Corollary 2. Galz(R,Z/2 x Z/2) is isomorphic to the set H/2x H’(R,Z/2) x 
H’(R, Z/2) with multiplication given by 
(1) (a, S, T)(O, S’, T’) = (a, SS’, TT’) 
(2) (a, S, T)( 1, S’, T’) = (a + 1, @(a, l)TS’, @(a, 1)ST’). Ll 
Corollary 3. BAz(R, Z/2) corresponds to the subgroup { +} x H’(R, Z/2) x 
H’(RJU2) x B(R) of BD(R, Z/2). II 
Corollary 4. (a) BC(R, Z/2) corresponds to the subgroup Z/2 x { 1) x H’(R, Z/2) x 
B(R) of BD(R,Z/2). 
(b) BM(R, Z/2) corresponds to the subgroup Z/2 x H’(R, Z/2) x {l} x B(R) of 
BD(R, Z/2). L= 
If G is a group, let Gz be the set of elements of G of order a power of 2. 
Corollary 5. (a) BD(R, Z/2)* = Z/2 x H’(R, Z/2) x H’(R, Z/2) x B(R)z is a subgroup 
of BD(R, Z/2). 
(b) BD(R, Z/2) = BD(R, Z/2)? 0 U where U is the complement of B(R)? in B(R). 
0 
Let n be a positive integer and ,,BD(R,Z/2) the elements in BD(R,U2) whose 
order divides n. It is a consequence of Corollary 5 that ,,BD(R,U2) is a subgroup 
of BD(R,Z/2) if n is odd. 
Corollary 6. Suppose x is an indeterminate, then the ring homomorphism R ---t R [x] 
induces the isomorphisms 
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(a) n, BD(R, Z/2) = ,, BD(R [xl, Z/2) if n E R * and if n is odd. 
(b) BD(R,Z/2),= BD(R[x], Z/2),. 
(c) BD(R, Z/2) E BD(R[x], Z/2) if R is a regular domain of characteristic 0. 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow from the isomorphisms 
H’(R,pUZ)=H’(R[x],,uUZ) given in [9], (c) follows from [9] and 
B(R) E B(R [xl) and 
[ 1, Proposition 7.71. 
0 
The theorem makes clear that to compute BD(R,Z/2), one needs to compute 
H’(R, Z/2), B(R), and the cup product map H’(R, Z/2) x H’(R, H/2) -B(R). We 
conclude by carrying out these computations in two nontrivial examples to illustrate 
what is involved in using the theorem. 
Example 1. Let R=a)[x,x-’ ,y,y- ‘1 be the coordinate ring of the complex torus, 
then Pic(R)=O and B(R)=Q/Z [6]. Thus N’(R,~/2)=R*/R”2~-2/20H/2. Let 
G = Z/2 x H ‘(R, Z/2) x H ‘(R, Z/2) x 2B(R). Since - 1 is a square in R, the extension 
R(- 1) is trivial in H’(R,Z/2). To compute G it is sufficient to determine the cup 
product map H ‘(R, Z/2) x H ‘(R, Z/2) * ,B(R). The four elements in H’(R, Z/2) are 
represented by the quadratic extensions R(l), R(x), R(y), R(xy). Let S= R(x), 
T= R(y) and A = S # T. Then A is the element of order 2 in B(R), (S, T) = (S, ST) = 
(K ST) = (ST, S) = (ST, T) = (T, S) =A and all other cup products are the identity. 
Let c=(-,l,l,R), cw=(+,T,S,R), P=(+,T,l,R), y=(+,S,l,R), e=(+,S,T,R), 
then G=(a,/3,y,e,c)c2=/12=y2=.4=Q4=e, pOrp=(r3, y@y=e3, Q?J = ya, 
ae=ecz, py=y/?, PQ=Q/~, a2=e2, ac=ce3, ,Bc=cye3) is a group of order 64. It 
follows BD(R,Z/2) is a non-split extension of G by Q/Z, whose structure is given 
by Corollary 5(b) and the theorem. In particular, let us compute the Brauer-Wall 
subgroup BW(R). Let H=(cl,P)zD,, K=(y,@)=D4. Then HK=KH, HflK= 
(a2> so HKuG and IHK( =32. Check that HKc BAz(R,Z/2). Note *B(R)= ((r2) 
and GtlBW(R) is generated by u=(+,T,T,R), o=(+S,S,R), w=(+,S,.S,A), 
c=(- l,l,l, R). Since U, u, w,c have order 2, GtlBW(R)%(Z/2)‘4’ so BW(R)z 
n/2 on/2 @ Q/Z. 
Example 2. Let f be a polynomial in C[x,y] and Y the projective curve in ip2 defin- 
ed by f. Suppose Y is nonsingular, integral and of genus g>O. Suppose also that 
Y intersects the line at infinity in precisely one point. Let R = C[x,y, l/f]. From [6], 
B(R)~H’(Y,~/~)z(~/~)“. Since H’(R,U2)zR/R*‘=(f)zZ/2 and C is 
algebraically closed, (f, f) is split. Therefore the cup product map is degenerate, 
BD(R, Z/2) = D4 @ (Q/Z)‘” and BW(R, Z/2) z Z/2 @ Z/2 @ (Q/Z)‘s. 
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